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An Abstract 

This paper projects Khushwant Singh as one among the eminent literary 

personalities who had established the supremacy of the Indian English novel on 

the literary map and reveals how in Mr. Singh’s fictional cosmos, Sikhism plays 

a major role with a focus on the embodiment of Sikh elements – religious, 

historical, social being exhorted with a background survey of the Sikh 

Community from its birts and his fictional art as part and parcel of his human and 

optimistic outlook. It beautifully examines how social realism and objectivity get 

projected in his fictional world by making the human world as being thoroughly 

explored in a realistic perspective, so as to make it a point that Khushwant is out 

and out a humanist dealing with the sufferings of humanity not from a 

metaphysical or ideological stand point but from a realistic stand point. 

Key Words: supremacy, fictional cosmos, Sikhism, optimistic outlook, social  
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Khushwant Singh is one among the eminent literary personalities who had 

established the supremacy of the Indian English novel on the world literary map. 

In Mr. Singh’s fictional cosmos, Sikhism plays a major role. The embodiment of 

Sikh elements – religious, historical, social is exhorted with a background survey 

of the Sikh Community from its birth. He was born in 1915 in Hadali, Punjab. He 

was educated at Government College and at King’s College and the Inner Temple 

in London. “I am the product of both the East and the West…an Orio-Occidental” 

he himself said in his address to the Expo 1967 Auditorium, Montreal, Canada. 

He is a widely read columnist and journalist today. He was awarded the Padma 

Bhushan in 1974. He has to his credit publication of such notables as 1 Train to 

Pakistan and 2 I Shall Not Hear the Nightingale and a good number of short 

stories and Essays. 

Khushwant Singh’s art has become a part of his human and optimistic 

outlook. His skillful use of irony, violence and descriptive mode deserve 

appreciation from all literary circles. As Mark Schorer puts it, “Technique is the 

only means he (the writer) has of discovering, exploring, developing his subject 

of conveying its meaning, and finally of evaluating it” (P 387). Technique is both 

form and content amalgamated into a whole. Form is the means of explaining the 

writer’s sublime experience in the mind. It reveals itself through the tools of 

metaphors, symbols, images and similes. The language becomes significant in 

‘form’.  
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The theme, meaning, characterization, plot development add to the content 

of the novel. The aesthetic grace is the ‘form’ and the embodiment of the fictional 

facts is the ‘content’. The world of action in the novel is nourished by the form 

and content. Technique is not a mechanical affair but a deep and primary 

operation.  

Khushwant Singh begins his novels with an uncertainty on the unknown 

future. “The Summer of 1947 was not like other Indian Summers – thus begins 

Train to Pakistan with doubt and disgust. But finally Jugga sacrifices his life for 

public good to restore hope in the village. Sher Singh in I Shall Not Hear the 

Nightingale that “there should be baptism in blood”, a sort of retort against the 

British. In this novel too, the ending is positive when Buta Singh quotes an 

English poet – ‘All’s well that ends well’. The process of beginning the novel 

with a morose atmosphere and concluding it with harmony is found in both the 

novels, thus pronouncing the significance of human values. To Khushwant, life 

is not worthless unlike the existentialists. Samuel Backett’s Waiting for Godot is 

an attempt to scoop on the meaningless of life. The Existentialist qualities are 

exhibited in the plays which belong to the Theatre of the Absurd. 

The language is not a forceful means of communication in these types of 

plays, which is a technique to show the absurdity of life. Mr. Singh’s optimistic 

approach to life is sensed through his ideology to accept life as “it came, shorn of 

silly conventions and values which deserved only lip worship” (Train to Pakistan 
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25). The positive outlook is a reminder to the readers that problems could be 

resolved through love and dedication. “If winter comes, can spring be far 

behind”? is perhaps the message which both the novels appear to recommend. In 

a novel, technique plays a distinct role for the sake of character motivation, the 

unraveling of the suspense and climax. The novelist has a wider scope to explore 

life through the pages in a relaxed way. 

Realism and objectivity are the literary Canons which suit Khushwant 

Singh’s novels. Realism is defined as a “way of describing certain methods and 

attitudes, and the descriptions, quite naturally, have varied, in the ordinary 

exchange and development of experiences” (Williams 581). In the early part of 

the 20th century, the realist novel was separated as two traditions – ‘social’ and 

‘personal’ novels. In the social novel, they may be keen observation and 

description of the general life; in the personal novel, there may be accurate 

observation of persons. But in both, the way of life is not a unit but a whole 

indivisible process. Train to Pakistan and I Shall Not Hear the Nightingale are 

realistic novels with the ‘social’ tradition. The synthesis of reality and value is 

one of the remarkable qualities of the novels. The human world is thoroughly 

explored in a realistic novel. vasantSahane’s Comment on Train to Pakistan is 

out and out relevant: 

“The exploration of the human world and its related values in Train to 

Pakistan is more profound and more moving than perhaps the most erudite 

and expert commentary on the aspects of twentieth – century civilization” 
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(P 74). 

The observance is equally applicable to the other novel I Shall Not Hear the 

Nightingale also. In both the novels, there is a battle of good and evil. The 

confusions imply a materialistic world where destruction is the dominant motive. 

Love symbolizes the spiritual world where the holiness of the heart’s desire reigns 

power. The microcosm of the many – sided reality is superimposed through the 

alternates of the world of spiritual matter. 

 Attaining objectivity in one’s art is a difficult task. Chakhov began bravely 

in defence of objectivity but he could not put his theory into practice. Neutrality 

in art is essential as it curbs the novelist from transforming his untransformed 

biases into his work. Art is an imitation of life. Complete impartiality is 

impossible in literature as in real life. Khushwant Singh does not  support or 

vindicate individuals or groups. His inclination towards the Sikhs does not make 

him partial. Even though the Sikh ethos becomes part and parcel of his novels, he 

is objective in assessing them. His novels express an inquiry into the life in India, 

mainly of the Sikhs. A combination of sympathy with criticism on Sikhs and 

Sikhism is included in the novels. He is critical towards India and its politics. To 

the narration of political events, he brings objectivity. 

 Human suffering which is the reality of life is artistically captured by 

Khushwant Singh. Human suffering is perhaps the most commonplace theme of 

literature. To Thomas Hardy, ‘fate’ is the cause for human miseries for which 

Tess of the D’ubervilles may be taken as an example. War atrocities are admitted 
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as a cause for suffering by Hemingway. Edward Lewis Wallant’s The Pawn 

Broker (1961) and Saul Bellow’s Mr. Sammler’s Planet (1970) have drawn upon 

their characters’ memories of war time miseries. In the Indian scene, Kamala 

Markandaya depicts human twinge in A Handful of Rice in terms of India’s 

recurrent droughts, its barren landscapes and its over – populated cities. Social 

justice and inequality are demonstrated in Mulk Raj Anand’s Untouchable and 

Romen Basu’s Outcast. In presenting the human crisis, each writer seems to 

differ from the other. Hardy uses the journey motif to elucidate the progress of 

man’s life from agony to agony. Jack London in his The Call of the Wild uses 

the dog Buck as a substitute for the entire human race. The pangs are not only for 

the dog but ultimately it represents the fate of humanity. Raja Rao’s Kanthapura 

demonstrates the traditional Indian attitude towards grievance. In the case of Raja 

Rao and R.K. Narayan, suffering is shown not just as a negative experience but 

an experience which can lead to personal and social improvement. 

 Khushwant Singh is different. He does not deal with the sufferings of 

humanity from a metaphysical or ideological stand point but from “a more secular 

and psychological position showing up man as his own best friend or as his own 

worst enemy” (Dhawan 57). The catastrophic human situation guides the 

novelist’s thought impulse. He sympathises with mankind’s hopes, aspirations 

and eventually failures. Mano Majra which has been the centre for peace has been 

disintegrated into selfishness, mistrust and cruelty. Brotherhood has vanished and 

suspicion and tyranny rule over the minds. The lambordar’s report does confirm 
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it: 

“The Winds of destruction are blowing across the land. All we hear is kill. 

The only ones who enjoy freedom are thieves, robbers and cut – throats” 

(Train to Pakistan 44) 

 
The villagers plan to kill fellow – man who have lived in amity for years. When 

situations go out of control one could only feel for the proceedings which 

Khushwant Singh too does with sincerity: 

“A few sub – human species war going to slaughter some of their own kind 

a mild set back to the annual increase of four million” (TTP 147). 

 
Khushwant Singh’s treatment of brutal atrocities committed on either side is 

marked by an objective portrayal. He neither spares the Muslims nor the Sikhs. 

The Muslims moan over the rumours of insanities done by the Sikhs: 

“They had heard of mosques being desecrated … and of copies of the holy 

Koran being torn up by infidels… For the first time the name Pakistan came 

to mean something to them ‘a haven of refuge where there were no Sikhs” 

(P 106). 

 
The Sikhs, on the other hand, never trust a Muslim. In these reports lies the 

author’s objectivity in narration. The horror of the situation is worse. It is pointed 

out by a cruel description of a dead man: 

“The most vivid picture was that of an old peasant with a long white beard; 

he did not look dead at all. He sat jammed between rolls of bedding… 

looking pensively at the scene below him. A thin crimson line of 

coagulated blood ran from his ear on to his beard” (P 74). 
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Khushwant Singh is a humanist. The brutal killings of which he too had been a 

witness had haunted him. In a surfeited tone, he lets out his sympathy: 

“Man for man, woman for woman, child for child… We cannot really play 

this stabbing game” (P 17) 

 
He is left in a helpless plight. It is as if Khushwant Singh himself speaks out 

through Iqbal: 

“My duty is to tell people what is right and what is not. If they insist on 

doing evil, I ask God to forgive them. I can only pray” (P146). 

 
Khushwant Singh speculates that behind the large scale massacres, the look and 

arson a broad pattern of human behavior is discernible and the novel 

systematically moves towards this awareness. The four sections of the novel – 

Dacoity, Kalyug, Mano Majra, Karma – are variations of a single theme. The 

novel opens with a focus on Mano Majra and the murder of Ram Lal. Dacoity has 

caused dismemberment and has made innocent persons scape goats for the action. 

Figuratively it stands for the political disarray of the Country. Thus, an ordinary 

event is transformed into a political symbol. The reader realizes that humanity 

itself has been robbed of its human attributes and the universe has been stripped 

of its significance. The dacoity is a material expression of man’s inner 

deprivation. In the Hindu concept of epic time, Kalyug comes at the end of the 

cycle when the old order is destroyed to lay new foundations. On the arrival of 

the ghost train, there is disruption in the village. 
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 Everybody in the village takes the train as a promotion of evil. In the opinion of 

Vasant, the atmosphere of Train to Pakistan is said to be a parallel to that E.M. 

Forster’s A Passage to India. The third section ‘Mano Majra’ takes the action to 

further intensity. The sudden awareness of the condition and the changed climate 

is evident: 

“A heavy brooding silence descended the village. People barricaded their 

doors and many stayed up all right talking in whisphers. Everyone felt his 

neighbour’s hand against him and thought of finding friends and allies” (P 

177). 

The division of the village and ultimately the country is the author’s glance in this 

section. The last section ‘Karma’ is an end to the troubles. It also explains the 

theory of what man has made of man. The suspense of the lives of innocents is 

unravelled smoothly. The novelist’s optimistic vision is evident here. The 

insistence on sacrifice and love is made clear. “Whatever its limitations, whatever 

its frustrations love is the greatest, the most exhilarating experience of life” said 

Khushwant Singh in an address to the Expo 1967 Auditorium, Montreal, Canada. 

Jugga’s love for Nooran is one of the dynamic forces of the novel. It is Jugga’s 

love for her and for the fellow beings which prevents what would have been a 

worst communal tragedy. His love for the Muslim girl has a deep commitment 

into death. The value of love is too strong in Train to Pakistan. Even a lusty man 

like Hukum Chand needs a girl like Haseena to console him. His animalities are 

suppressed. The nearness he seeks in Haseena is narrated by the novelist: 
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“He did not want to sleep with the girl, or make love to her, or even kiss 

her on the lips and feel her body. He simply wanted her to sleep in his lap 

with her head resting on his chest” (TTP 89). 

 
Violence is juxtaposed with moral order in I Shall Not Hear the Nightingale too. 

In Train to Pakistan, if it is the human murder which stands as a prophecy to the 

forthcoming actions, it is the death of the crane which announces the black mail, 

murder and death to be followed in I Shall Not Hear the Nightingale. Sher Singh 

and his friends kill a Sarus Crane in a brutal way. The death of the crane is so 

vividly described only to indicate the dearth of human values: 

The Crane began to kick violently and gasp for breath… she bird’s dying 

gurgle was stifled in its throat. Its leg clawed the air and then slowly came 

to a stop… blood started trickling from its beak and a film covered its small 

black eyes” (ISNHTN 8) 

The Crane symbolizes the motif of love, mating and sacrifice. Spiritual love and 

faith is a solution in I Shall Not Hear the Nightingale unlike Train to Pakistan 

where emotional attachment between Jugga and Nooran brings blessings to the 

cursed village. 

 Khushwant Singh is a skillful painter of gestures and his narrative designs 

are very effective. His narration of small but significant detail of human 

behaviour and postures is accurate and appropriate: 

“When they (musicians) finished the introductory piece, she blew her nose 

and cleared her throat again. She put her left hand on her ear and stretched 

the other toward the magistrate, addressing him in a Shrill falsetto” (P 24) 
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This sketch of the singer and her gestures aptly communicates the effects of sights 

and sounds of the peculiarities of the Indian situation with down –to – earth 

pictorial fidelity. Commenting on Khushwant Singh’s language, Chaman Nahal 

finds the technique of bilingualism as an asset rather than a handicap for 

Khushwant Singh (P 110). Indian writers use words of their vernacular which is 

an evidence of the nativity. Romen Basu gives a separate glossary for the Bengali 

words he incorporates in his novel Outcast. In this context, it is interesting to note 

that John Updike, an American novelist of repute, also uses many Indian 

expressions in his novel with a glossary appended to it at the end. The use of 

Indian ways of expression is a citation for the fascination and inclination of an 

author towards India. Khushwant Singh uses Punjabi expressions and Hindi 

words. R.N. Sinha’s observation in this regard is apt to be quoted: 

“The… uncouthness, aggressiveness and vigour of the Punjabi expression 

and accent have been brought out in the rough and harsh but down – to – 

characters” (P 87). 

The uneducated and the rustic, when they become emotional use words which are 

colloquial and jarring. Phrases like ‘the incestuous lover of his sister’ ‘sala’, 

‘Susra’, ‘son of a pig’ ‘seducer of his mother’ are the specific examples to be 

cited. Pleasing words like ‘King of pearls’ ‘hassen’ ‘cherisher of the poor’ add to 

the goodness of the situation. ‘Sat Sri Akal’, ‘Allah Ho Akbar’ are the religious 

terms used. The Indian way of blessing is showered upon Hukum Chand by the 

singing troupe: “May your fame and honour increase. May your pen write, figures 
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of thousands of hundreds of thousands. The form and content in Khushwant 

Singh’s novels are technically successful that it sustains that interest of the 

readers, thus proving his potency as a novelist. 
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